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Kenyon announces plan to convert Bexley Hall into housing
ARI BLUFFSTONE
NEWS ASSISTANT

According to Vice President for Facilities, Planning
and Sustainability Ian Smith,
the College will renovate Bexley Hall to provide up to 40
additional dorm rooms for
students. Bexley was home
to Library and Information
Services (LBIS) staff while
Chalmers Library was under
construction. Its redesign and
renovation process is scheduled to be completed by August 2023.
Situated at the northernmost point of Middle Path,
Bexley Hall was constructed
between 1839 and 1843 and
designed by British architect
Henry Roberts. The building
housed the Bexley Hall Theological Seminary until 1968,
and the Jacobethan-style
building — distinctive among
Kenyon structures for its use
of brick — is listed in Ohio’s
Register of Historic Places.
Bexley’s renovation comes
as the College welcomed 560
students into the Class of
2025, the largest in its history. The unusually large
class has shifted the distribution of students on campus,
with the Kenyon Inn serving
as student housing, numerous apartment doubles con-

Bexley Hall will house 40 students and will be completed in 2023. | ADAM MARGOLIS
verting into triples and the
College renting the Pines of
Apple Valley to house more
students.
According to Smith, planning for the building’s renovation remains in its early stages, and details such as which
students might be housed in

Bexley have yet to be determined. However, Smith did
mention that the College will
not make changes to the exterior of the building, except
for the installation of energyefficient windows.
President Sean Decatur
noted that the renovation of

Bexley Hall was made possible by a gift to the College,
and arose as part of larger discussions regarding expanding
Kenyon’s housing capacity.
“It’ll be nice to have the
opportunity for Bexley to be
restored, rejuvenated [and]
brought back as an active

building again,” said Decatur.
“We will work on plans over
the course of the next few
months, and then be able to
get started sometime [around
the] spring of [2022].”
In addition to the renovation of Bexley, the College
will begin construction of
three new residential buildings in the fall of 2023, which
will require the demolition of
Manning and Bushnell Residence Halls. Made possible by
a $100 million gift to the College made in January of 2021,
the new infrastructure will
allow the College to expand
its student population over
the next 10 years. According
to a news bulletin report from
the meeting of the Kenyon
Board of Trustees on Nov. 3,
Kenyon will also utilize modular units to overcome shortterm housing shortages.
Buildings and Grounds
Chairperson Caleb Newman
’24 looks forward to providing input on the process, and
sees the renovation of Bexley
as a welcome and symbolically rich change. “I look forward
to working with Senior Staff
to provide input on the process,” said Newman. “I think
having it join Old Kenyon as
a residential hall to bookend
Middle Path is a great idea,”
he said.

Director of Residential Life Jillian Yoder resigns from role
LINNEA MUMMA
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

After four years of work with the
Office of Residential Life, Director of
Residential Life Jillian Yoder is leaving
her position. While Yoder has been on
parental leave this semester, Director
of Student Rights and Responsibilities
James Jackson has taken over her position. He will continue in this role until
her vacancy is filled.
Yoder will move to Appleton, Wis.
at the start of the calendar year as her
wife, Senior Associate Dean of Admissions Robyn Bowers, takes on her
new position as Dean of Admissions at
Lawrence University.
“We love the Kenyon community
and it is difficult to leave, but we are
also excited about new opportunities,”
Yoder wrote in an email to the Collegian.
Yoder’s departure is the latest in a
string of resignations over the past
year: Just two weeks ago, former Dean
of Student Life Laura Kane announced
her resignation from Kenyon, and former Vice President for Student Affairs

Meredith Harper Bonham ’92 left in
May.
Still, Vice President for Student
Affairs Celestino Limas emphasized
that these transitions do not detract
from the overall Kenyon experience.
“Kenyon is a campus whose studentcentered education and experiences
endure and thrive always, even when
transition in colleagues occur,” he
wrote in an email to the Collegian. “It
is important to wish colleagues well
who depart as their service to Kenyon
is very much appreciated and we look
forward to welcoming new members to
our community who, like so many others, really dig this place.”
Yoder began her work at Kenyon as
an assistant director of residential life
in 2017. She supervised the first-year
residential area, and was responsible
for working with first-year and transfer students to ensure their successful
transition to Kenyon life.
According to Yoder, one of the most
notable and challenging experiences
of her time at Kenyon was working to
reunite students with their personal
belongings when they left campus in

the spring of 2020. “I’d so much rather work with people than their items!”
Yoder said.
Limas will conduct the search process for Yoder’s replacement alongside
a search committee composed of students and faculty members. According
to Limas, the committee has received
“great applicants” thus far, and will
continue to review applications until
December.
As Yoder looks towards new beginnings with her two-month-old son,
Auden, she will fondly remember the
experiences she had at Kenyon working with students to create a residential
space that felt like home.
“I feel fortunate to have worked
with such a dedicated, creative group
of colleagues and students; there’s no
doubt that the people are the very best
part of life at Kenyon,” Yoder said. “I’ll
miss students stopping in [the Office
of Residential Life] to share updates,
ideas, and questions.”
Limas recognized Yoder’s commitment to the Kenyon community, and
said that both she and Bowers will be
“greatly missed.”

COURTESY OF KENYON COLLEGE
“Both Jillian and Robyn have been
phenomenal colleagues at Kenyon and
in particular, Jillian has done so very
much for the Office of Residential
Life in her tenure,” he said. “We wish
them all the best as they begin this new
path.”
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Ohio Republicans propose bill to severely restrict abortions
AUDREY BAKER
STAFF WRITER

On Nov. 2, Ohio Republicans,
led by Rep. Jena Powell and Rep.
Thomas Hall, introduced House
Bill 480, which would ban abortions
from taking place in Ohio, with exceptions only for cases where the
mother’s life is endangered.
Named the 2363 Act in reference to the 2,363 abortions that occur every day in the United States,
this bill would allow any individual to pursue civil action against

someone who performs an abortion or knowingly “aids or abets the
performance or inducement of an
abortion.” If successful in civil action, the individual who reported
the offense would receive statutory
damages of $10,000. Government
officials and anyone who impregnates the abortion seeker by force
are not permitted to seek damages.
The bill has prompted strong
reactions from Democrats and Republicans alike, with some lawmakers referring to it as a more extreme version of Texas Senate Bill

8, which went into effect on Sept. 2
and prohibits abortion after a fetal
heartbeat can be detected. Lawsuits
challenging the Texas bill’s constitutionality were heard in a state
court on Wed. Nov. 11. With a 6-3
conservative majority sitting on the
Supreme Court, some fear that the
wave of restrictive abortion bills
could mean a possible end to Roe v.
Wade.
Meanwhile, pro-life groups celebrated the proposed legislation as a
monumental step towards protecting human life.

“The 2363 Act would write into
law the truth that every single preborn child deserves protection,”
Lila Rose, founder of pro-life organization Live Action, said in a statement. “The 2363 Act is the beginning of the end of legally sanctioned
abortions in America.”
Pro-choice groups, however, see
this bill as yet another example of
laws that will restrict reproductive
freedoms.
“Banning abortion would be
catastrophic to communities across
Ohio,” said Vice President of Gov-

ernment Affairs and Public Advocacy of Planned Parenthood
of Greater Ohio Lauren BlauveltCopelin in a statement issued by
Planned Parenthood Advocates of
Ohio. “Lawmakers and anti-abortion vigilantes have no business
making personal medical decisions
for their neighbors.”
On Nov. 9, the bill was referred
to the House Families, Aging and
Human Services Committee. It is
unclear whether it will have enough
support to pass the Ohio House and
state Senate.

College eases COVID-19 restrictions, plans for booster clinic
ADAM MARGOLIS
NEWS EDITOR

On Nov. 5, Chair of the COVID-19 Steering Committee Drew Kerkhoff sent a news
bulletin announcing that the College would
be easing COVID-19 restrictions, with
plans to enter Campus Activity Level 1 on
Nov. 8. Kerkhoff’s bulletin also announced
that the College is holding a booster clinic
through Knox Public Health at the Lowry
Center on Nov. 17, and introduced revised
COVID-19 policies for the remainder of
the semester, including mandatory reentry
testing and an increase in COVID-19 restrictions after Thanksgiving break.
According to Director of Health and
Counseling Chris Smith, the College decided to ease restrictions in the time leading up to Thanksgiving due to the decrease
in COVID-19 cases on campus over the last
few weeks.
“While we cannot operate with pre-pandemic liberties, Level 1 will allow for more
activities pending things remain safe,” he
wrote in an email to the Collegian.
President Sean Decatur reiterated
Smith’s comment, explaining that the College made the decision to loosen restrictions in reflection of the current conditions
on campus and throughout Knox County,
which has also seen a dip in cases over the
last few weeks.
Under Campus Activity Level 1, masks
are still required indoors regardless of vaccination status. Classes will remain in person and the limit on the number of people
who may attend both indoor and outdoor
informal gatherings has been lifted. In light

of the lifted restrictions, the Archon Society
will hold the College’s first all-campus event
since the beginning of the pandemic this
weekend.
As of Wednesday evening, Kenyon’s COVID-19 Dashboard reports only one active
case among students and two among employees. This brings the academic year’s total number of student cases to 211 and employee cases to 28. The low numbers mark
a drastic change from the beginning of the
semester, when Kenyon experienced two
large outbreaks of the virus in September
and October, leading to widespread student
frustration and subsequent changes to the
College’s testing procedures and COVID-19
policies.
Kerkoff’s Friday bulletin also announced
that the College will be holding a COVID-19 vaccine booster clinic on Nov. 17 at
the Lowry Center in partnership with Knox
Public Health. While it is unclear which
vaccines will be offered, Smith said that 795
students and 180 employees have already
registered for the clinic.
Additionally, Kerkhoff’s bulletin announced mandatory reentry testing for students returning from Thanksgiving break
that will take place between Nov. 29 and
Dec. 1. The campus will also temporarily
enter Activity Level 3 from Nov. 26 until
Dec. 3.
Kerkhoff explained that the decision to
hold mandatory reentry testing in conjunction with an increase in restrictions was to
ensure a smooth close of the semester. Under Campus Activity Level 3, students will
still attend classes in person, but there will
be capacity restrictions on indoor gath-

Kenyon will test all students after Thanksgiving. | SARA HALEBLIAN
erings, and Peirce will not be open for inperson dining. Athletic practices and events
will remain in-person, but other meetings
and events will be held remotely.
Smith explained that the decision to test
students upon reentry and to increase restrictions was intended to mitigate the type
of outbreaks seen earlier this year.
“We do not wish to repeat the campus
stress of early September during the weeks
leading up to finals and student departure
for Winter Break,” he said.
However, the Dec. 3 date for lifting restrictions remains tentative. Kerkoff’s bulletin explains that the COVID-19 Steering
Committee will reevaluate whether or not
to roll back the precautions based on the

data provided by the results of mandatory
reentry testing.
“Exiting Level 3 depends both on student participation in testing and on the results remaining within our capacities for
isolation housing and case management,”
he said.
Decatur expressed similar sentiments,
but remained optimistic that the restrictions would only be temporary. “The main
idea is to try to restrict large, more informal gatherings until we’re more certain
about what the return has been for folks as
they come back to campus and have data,”
he said. “Assuming all goes well, returning
back to, ideally, Level 1 by the weekend after
Thanksgiving.”
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Kenyon makes progress towards 2040 carbon neutrality goal
AMELIA CARNELL
NEWS EDITOR

On Nov. 5, t he Of f ice of
Communications sent out
a news bu l letin a nnouncing updates to t he Col lege’s
sustainabi lit y commit ments
in accorda nce w it h t he strategic pla n a nd t he susta inabi lit y statement it adopted
t his fa l l.
According to t he bu l letin, t he susta inabi lit y steering commit tee w i l l develop
a pla n w it h concrete goa ls
by 2022 , which w i l l t hen
be re-eva luated ever y t hree
years. In t he interim, however, t he Col lege has ta ken
severa l key steps in its susta inabi lit y ef for ts, including purchasing renewable
energ y credits (R ECs) to
cover its electricit y consumption,
incor porating
susta inabi lit y into new construction — as exemplif ied
by t he Leadership in Energ y a nd Env ironmenta l Design (LEED) gold cer tif ied
Cha lmers Librar y — a nd
mov ing towards fossi l f uels
divest ment.
In 2015, Kenyon committed to carbon neutra lit y by
2040. Since t hen, students
have repeated ly ca l led for
t he Col lege to ta ke concrete
steps to uphold t his commitment, including a n op-ed
published in t he Collegian
shor t ly a f ter t he commitment a nd a 2019 open let ter.
The recent strategic pla n
ma kes susta inabi lit y a core
tenet for t he Col lege’s t hird
centur y. According to Vice
President for Faci lities,

Pla nning a nd Susta inabi lit y
Ia n Smit h, including susta inabi lit y in t he strategic
pla n is a huge oppor tunit y.
“ The fact t hat we have
specif ic susta inabi lit y a nd
carbon neutra lit y issues
identif ied in t he strategic
pla n is a rea l ly good t hing
because t hat’s where, when
it comes dow n to choices
about t he Col lege’s resources a nd how to a l locate t hem,
t he strategic pla n is one of
t he governing documents,”
Smit h sa id.
Students a lso see t he strategic pla n as a n oppor tunit y
to push susta inabi lit y forward. Student interns at t he
Of f ice of Green Initiatives
(OGI) dra f ted a n open letter earlier t his year, ca l ling
on t he Col lege to set more
concrete goa ls to reach carbon neutra lit y by t heir stated timeline, a nd to be more
tra nsparent w it h its susta inabi lit y ef for ts. The let ter
a lso ca l ls for a n expa nsion
of t he env ironmenta l studies progra m a nd genera l env ironmenta l literac y ef for ts
on ca mpus.
“We’re ver y pleased t hat
susta inabi lit y was included in t he strategic pla n,”
sa id OGI intern Grace Cox
’23. “We just wa nt to see a
lit t le more tra nsparenc y.
And I t hin k t hat we have a
good abi lit y to achieve a lot
of susta inabi lit y goa ls if we
prioritize t hem.”
As t he news bu l letin outlines, Kenyon has a lready
ta ken some steps to move towards carbon neutra lit y.
Current ly, t he energ y Ke-

nyon consumes is ma inly
f rom coa l a nd natura l gas.
According to t he news bu lletin, on-site renewables
are not current ly v iable for
Kenyon, so t he Col lege has
purchased renewable energ y
credits (R ECs), cer tif icates
which correspond to a specif ic unit of generated renewable energ y, equiva lent
to its expected electricit y
consumption. According to
Smit h, Kenyon purchased
t hese R ECs in early 2020,
a nd t hey are specif ica l ly
tied to a solar energ y development in Texas.
Susta inabi lit y has a lso
been a priorit y in new construction. Cha lmers Librar y
is LEED gold cer tif ied. The
ot her t wo West Quad bui ldings, Lowel l House a nd
Oden Ha l l, w i l l be LEED
si lver cer tif ied. According
to Smit h, t hey w i l l be bui lt
to t he sa me susta inabi lit y sta ndards as Cha lmers,
but due to updates to LEED
sta ndards, w i l l now fa l l in
t he lower bracket.
“We didn’t ta ke our foot
of f t he gas; t he road map
cha nged,” Smit h sa id of t he
dif ference.
Despite t hese new bui ldings’ susta inabi lit y sta ndards, t he OGI interns’ open
let ter ra ises concerns t hat
t he new construction is a n
unaccounted-for par t of Kenyon’s carbon footprint. It
ca l ls on Kenyon to consider
embodied carbon emissions,
or emissions associated w it h
t he materia ls a nd construction of bui ldings a nd inf rastructure.

Smit h sa id t hat embodied carbon emissions are
immensely complicated to
ca lcu late, a nd t hat to his
k nowledge no col lege or
universit y does so. Madi
Ha mi lton ’23, a not her OGI
intern, conceded t his point,
but stressed t hat it shou ld
sti l l merit some consideration.
“We ca n just assume,
t hough, t hat bui lding a n
entire new West Quad a nd
ta k ing dow n t wo dorms a nd
put ting up t hree isn’t going
to be carbon neutra l in a ny
respect,” she sa id.
Additiona l ly, Kenyon is
mov ing towards fossi l f uel
divest ment. The news bu l letin cla ims t hat by 2030, less
t ha n 1% of Kenyon’s investment por tfolio w i l l be in
fossi l f uels.
Fina l ly, t he bu l letin commits t hat a timeline w it h
more specif ic goa ls w i l l be
produced by t he susta inabi lit y steering commit tee
by 2022 , which w i l l subsequent ly be assessed ever y
t hree years.
Despite t his commitment, t he OGI interns express concern t hat t he College has not done enough so
far. “ The reason we w rote
t he let ter is we feel li ke it
hasn’t been a priorit y,” Cox
sa id. “ It’s not good enough.
Smit h says what t he College needs to meet its goa l
is a decarbonization master
pla n, which he sees as t he
bridge bet ween t he aspirationa l la ng uage of t he strategic pla n a nd t he concrete
steps Kenyon w i l l need to

ta ke to be carbon neutra l.
Smit h says t his pla n cou ld
ta ke a n academic year to develop, a nd t hen even more
time to put into action. “It
cou ld be a couple years before you star t seeing t hings
going on,” he sa id.
Ma ny of Kenyon’s peer institutions a lready have decarbonization pla ns, which
Smit h sa id have been helpf u l
to study. Smit h specif ica l ly
cited Oberlin a nd A mherst
Col leges, which are committed to carbon neutra lit y by
2025 a nd 2030, respectively.
He sa id he has a lso been ta king note of what consu lta nts
a nd exper ts ot her schools
have worked w it h, in t he
event t hat Kenyon decides to
hire outside exper ts.
According to Smit h, t he
f irst t hing members of t he
Kenyon communit y might
notice is updates to ca mpus
inf rastructure.
President Sea n Decatur
sa id work w i l l begin t his
summer on Sout h ca mpus to
lay t he uti lit y groundwork
for new residentia l bui ldings
a nd upgrade ex isting uti lit y
inf rastructure for historic
bui ldings. Decatur stressed
t hat t he process of mov ing
toward energ y ef f icienc y w i l l
not be fast.
“I t hin k we’ve got some
concrete work in place a nd
mov ing t he ca mpus broad ly
to carbon neutra lit y is going
to ta ke some time,” he sa id.
“It mea ns t hat we need to just
be able to bui ld on each step
of improv ing t he inf rastructure of ca mpus in order to get
us t here.”

Campus Senate creates subcommittee for moniker timeline
SOPHIE PECK
STAFF WRITER

The College has created a subcommittee tasked with reviewing the
current timeline for changing the
College’s monikers, a process which
began in February 2021. This announcement comes amid a delay in
the final vote on potential new monikers, which was intended to happen
in October.
The subcommittee — composed
of Campus Senate members, alumni from the Office of Advancement,

Office of Communications staff and
faculty from the Athletics Department — is dedicated to advancing the
Senate’s progress during the spring
2021 semester.
The road to changing the monikers
from the Lords and Ladies — which
some have argued contain sexist and
classist undertones — has been arduous. The Campus Senate has been
in talks with President Sean Decatur
over changing the monikers since
early February 2021. A report by the
Senate in April of 2021 set a general timeline for the moniker revision,

which was then delayed in October.
The purpose of this recent subcommittee is to avoid further obstacles
that would lengthen the already extended process.
“We are practicing the idea that
progress requires a good, strong and
well-communicated process, and can
be hindered without one,” said Student Co-Chair of the Campus Senate
Delaney Gallagher ’23. “To that end,
we have created an inclusive ad-hoc
committee.”
The subcommittee brings together departments that have long held a

stake in the review process with new
faces who have yet to weigh in on the
affair. In recent months, members
from both the Office of Advancement
and the Department of Athletics have
attended meetings focused on the
moniker change. In addition, members from the Office of Communications have joined the subcommittee.
The subcommittee projects that
their review of the moniker change
process will be completed by the end
of the current semester, with hopes
that the change will be executed during the spring semester.
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Tara Houska delivers keynote for Indigenous Heritage Month
GRACE GOLDSTEIN
STAFF WRITER

On Wednesday, Nov. 10, writer, organizer and attorney Tara
Houska delivered the keynote
address for Indigenous Heritage Month. The event, held over
Zoom, was co-sponsored by the
Office of Green Initiatives.
At Kenyon, Indigenous Heritage Month includes an Indigenous literature reading hosted
by the Department of English on
Nov. 15, as well as a month long
virtual streaming of the documentary film “Young Lakota” on
Kanopy.
This year, the United Nations Climate Change Conference (COP26) — which is being
held in Glasgow, Scotland — is
taking place during Indigenous
Heritage Month. Houska chose
not to participate in this year’s
conference because she believes
it prioritizes corporate interests.
According to Houska, oil lobbyists and climate advocates show
up in large numbers, along with
politicians like President Biden,
who Houska believes hasn’t been
the climate leader many have
hoped for.
Houska founded the Giniw
Collective, which, according to
the group’s Facebook page, is an
organization that aims to “create
systemic change that respects ingenious sovereignty and the severity of the climate crisis.” She
has also served as an advisor to
Sen. Bernie Sanders (D-VT) on
Native American affairs, and
spent six months working to protest the infamous Dakota Access
Pipeline in South Dakota.
Before Houska was warmly
introduced, a host read Kenyon’s
land acknowledgement out for
the group.
Houska spoke to attendees
about her experiences as a climate advocate and community
organizer. She described her ef-

forts to fight against the Line 3
Replacement Project in Minnesota and recounted disappointing
silence from the Secretary of the
Interior on recent pipeline development. Houska also described
witnessing police violence at anti-pipeline demonstrations and
discussed her work at the Indian
Child Welfare Law Center while
in law school.
After her speech, Houska answered questions and engaged in
discussions about performative
activism, and about colleges and
universities tokenizing Indigenous voices without truly supporting the community or its interests.
“If you’re part of an academic
institution, you have a powerful
voice,” Houska told students, reminding them that their voices
are capable of accomplishing a
lot.
Houska also explained that
she was not deeply involved in
organizing as a student, but implored student organizers to demand “substantive” action from
leaders.
Houska then congratulated
Kenyon students on the College’s recent sustainability statement, and emphasized the value
of holding institutions accountable. “If you’re talking about sustainability, you know ... looking
internally at the College’s carbon
impacts and stuff like that, what
efforts are being made to try to
lower that? What’s the curriculum offerings in that particular
type of work?” Houska said.
She connected the student
struggle for sustainability back to
the Indigenous community. “Indigenous peoples are definitely
part of my conversation of sustainability and our survival,” she
said. “There’s always more things
to be done. There’s ways to be better for sure. And we haven’t won
the fight against [the] climate crisis.”

COURTESY OF THE OFFICE OF GREEN INITIATIVES

Policy and Procedure Review Committee to revise bylaws
HANNAH DOURGARIAN
STAFF WRITER

The Student Council established the
Policy and Procedure Review Committee
last year to review the Business and Finance Committee’s (BFC) bylaws in order
to address issues regarding the allocation
of funding to affinity groups.
The committee is responsible for conducting an in-depth review of all the policies, procedures, constitutions and bylaws
of each committee to ensure that they are
all up-to-date and in line with Kenyon’s
commitment to becoming an anti-racist
institution. The Policy and Procedure Review committee consists of Student Council’s Vice President for Academic Affairs
Delaney Gallagher ’23, Director of Operations Giulia Cancro ’22, Vice President for
Business and Finance Rocco Danese ’23,

Committee on Diversity and Inclusion
Chairperson Bijan Khaghani ’23, Sophomore Class President Luke Kim ’24, Vice
President for Student Life Ubongabasi
Asuquo ’23 and an administrative advisor,
Dean of Students Robin Hart Ruthenbeck.
“We need to apply the same energy to
everything else because if you’re going to
do institutional change you need to commit that effort to everything, rather than
targeting one specific thing as the topic
comes up, we want to get ahead of stuff,”
said Student Council President Micah
Smith ’22.
One of the bylaws that raised significant concern and prompted the need for
revisions stated that the BFC could not
allocate funds to student groups to satisfy food requests. While this bylaw was
in place mostly to prevent student groups
such as Greek organizations from request-

ing money for activities such as pizza parties, it also prevented the BFC from being
able to allocate funds to affinity groups
who wished to host cultural tastings or
other events in which food would be a central component.
The Policy and Procedure Review Committee began revising the BFC’s bylaws last
spring, but they will not implement the
other committees’ bylaws until the revisions are complete. After all the revisions
are made, they will be recommended to
the campus community for feedback, and
final adjustments will be made in response
to that feedback. The Policy and Procedure
Review Committee most recently finished
revising Article 2 in order to clarify the
specific roles of Student Council officers,
and is currently working to review and revise remaining articles.
“At [the Policy and Procedure Review

Committee] we are problem solvers,” Gallagher said. “We take the mindset that if
we do not like how something works then
we have to have a solution to fix it, and not
just point it out, as it is solely up to us to
change it.”
In an effort to ensure fairness and equality on a larger scale, the Student Council
is also encouraging affinity groups to become a part of the up-and-coming Affinity Group Collective. The collective will be
applying to Kenyon’s anti-racism fund in
hopes of receiving extra funding for campus-wide events as well programming for
students of color, such as mental health resources.
The first draft of all bylaw and policy revisions is set to be presented to the Student
Council Executive Committee on Feb. 10,
2022, and the completion of the final draft
is planned for Feb. 27.
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Greek life Philanthropy Fair on Peirce Lawn is smashing hit
THERESA CARR
FEATURES ASSISTANT

The Greek Council hosted
its first Philanthropy Fair on
Sunday, Nov. 7 with great success.
Each Greek organization
had an opportunity to have a
booth and host an event. Proceeds went to a specific charity chosen by each Greek organization or to United Way
of Knox County, a nonprofit
that connects and funds charitable organizations in the
county. Five tickets cost $3,
but fair activities cost varying
amounts of tickets. Attendees could walk around to the
various booths and play the
games that spoke to them —
or for the charities that spoke
to them.
Delta Tau Delta, established in 1881 at Kenyon College, had students guess the
number of pieces of candy
corn in a jar at their booth.
Other organizations ran activities like pumpkin smashing, pumpkin painting and
pie throwing. “All the ideas
that all the [organizations]
came up with were really creative,” said Andres Tuccillo
’22, a member of Delta Tau
Delta.
Greek organizations decided on their events by thinking
about what would maximize
donations to their charity and
attract participants. “When
we were thinking about what
we wanted to do for the fair
a major thing that we took
into account was how people
on campus were feeling,” Alpha Delta Phi Philanthropy
Chair Bijan Khagani ’23, who

The fair raised $1,000 for various charities. | COURTESY OF BIJAN KHAGANI

planned the pumpkin smashing booth, said. “Usually
around this time people are
just so exhausted and frustrated. We wanted to give
them an outlet to relieve that
stress, and what better way
than smashing some pumpkins?”
By anecdotal reports, the
Philanthropy Fair was a success.
Ani Parnagian ’23 worked
at the Archon Society table
administering their ring toss
activity. “We were able to
spend time with fellow Archons and other members of
Greek life on a beautiful day,”
Parnagian said. “I think the
event was successful, but I
would have loved to see more
Kenyon students outside of
Greek life attending.”
Rocco Danese ’23, a member of Delta Tau Delta, agreed
that personal interaction was
key to the event. “After so
long due to [the] COVID pandemic, being able to come together as a community was
really great to see.”
Khagani felt similarly. “It
was honestly so much fun and
I would recommend we do
this every semester!” he said.
The Philanthropy Fair was
also a success by the numbers. Director of Student Engagement Mick Steiner shared
with the Greek Council that
within just three hours, the
Philanthropy Fair raised over
$1,000. According to the Student Council minutes from
Nov. 7, the Philanthropy Fair
will return in the spring semester. “It’s definitely a thing
we want to keep doing,” Tuccillo said.

MLL Department gets creative with weekly language tables
MIA SNOW
STAFF WRITER

As is Kenyon’s long standing tradition, the Department of Modern
Languages and Literatures (MLL)
began hosting language tables at the
start of the semester. However, they
have recently taken on a new look.
In previous years during lunch and
dinner hours, language professors
and apprentice teachers would sit in
the Alumni Dining Room of Peirce
Dining Hall to host informal gatherings, giving students the opportunity to speak a second language in
a casual setting. This year, however,
with indoor capacity restrictions and
the inability for professors to dine
in Peirce, language tables are being
hosted virtually or in other areas on
campus.
The French language table, one of

the few language tables that is able to
meet in person, is hosted every Tuesday in the Horn Gallery. Though the
setting is different than it has been
in past years, the integrity of the language tables is maintained through
the casual conversation they foster.
Participants are able to have the type
of conversation that can’t be had in
language classes, according to William P. Rice Professor of French and
Literature Mortimer Guiney. “In
classes, most of the speaking that you
do is grammatical and structured.
[The language tables] provide a way
of practicing the language that is
spontaneous, unstructured and more
authentic,” he said.
For the language tables that haven’t
had the luxury to meet in person, the
transition has been more challenging.
Assistant Professor of Japanese Kai
Xie, the current host of the Japanese

language table, admitted that meeting
over Zoom has created a less casual
environment as it so closely resembles
the remote classroom structure students have come to know throughout
the pandemic. “The online format is a
little bit more awkward because only
one person can talk and we’re not all
eating together,” she said. “But we
maintain that the goal of the conversations isn’t to learn — we rarely correct people. The goal is to have fun
and practice.”
Despite these hurdles, turnout
at language tables this year has remained high. “Before [COVID-19],
we often had too many students that
we couldn’t fit them all on one table.
But during [COVID-19], surprisingly,
more students are actually coming
because people got so used to doing
everything online,” explained Xie.
Even through the pandemic, language

departments have retained relationships with native speakers and Fulbright Program teaching assistants,
both of which have continued to host
the tables this semester.
The language tables’ consistent
turnout is likely due to its stress-free
nature. They are open to students of
all levels of proficiency, and even to
those who have never studied that
language at Kenyon; all that’s needed is an interest in the language. Xie
summed it up best: “There’s no limit
to anything discussed. Just show up!”
she said.
The French language table is hosted every Tuesday from 11:10 a.m.–12
p.m. in the Horn Gallery. The Japanese language table is hosted over
Zoom from 11:10 a.m.–12 p.m. every
Thursday. Links to the online other
language tables are sent out via Student-Info emails.
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ETHAN BONNELL
CROSSWORD EDITOR

Across
1
6
10
13
14
15
16
17
19
21
22
25
26
29
31
34
35
37
39
40
42
43

Archie Bunker, e.g.
Lhasa ____ (dog)
Thespian’s org.
Family name of 		
three popes
Pound, e.g.
Structure for
ternary form or a
terza rima stanza
One getting hit on?
Birthplace of King
Arthur
21-Acr., 35-Acr., 37Acr. or 47-Acr., e.g.
Bohemian noble 		
family of Albrecht
and Ferdinand Ernst
Famous violinist 		
Isaac
First prime minister
of Japan
Frat member?
Start of Beatles’
nonsense title
Like the Titanic
Crossword puzzle
creek
Teapot event?
Pretty bad 2020
horror film
“Euclid alone ___
looked on beauty 		
bare”: Millay
Just what the doctor
ordered
Act as a link
911 respondent, for
short

44
46
47

Dust collector?
Fixes flats?
2016 film that
actually won Best
Picture
21, 17, 18, 14, e.g.
Odds of evens, on
a die		
“Fantastic Voyage”
rapper
___ Jam records
Olympian Michelle
In the loop?
Sounds
Some high-protein
beans
“I Left My Heart 		
_____ Francisco”

51
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
Down
1

Talking horse in 		
Lewis novel
“Gotcha”
Prepare for the
holidays
Like Paul Wittgenstein, or Captain 		
Hook
Alpine area: Var.
Ways to get out of
100-level classes, for
some students
Indicate
Russell’s data
10th-century emperor
called “the Great”
It’s a long story
Aid
Apple choice
Round figure?
___ Arbor, Michigan
Virtual desktop infra

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
20

S
S
CLAASH
CL
p
Com

resa
y Th e
b
d
ile

C a rr

’ 23

structure acronym
“Or _____ story 		
goes...”
Letter-shaped girder
Nightmarish address,
briefly
Trojan rival
Remove the suds
Novelist Joyce 		
Carol
Land of milk and
honey (abbr.)
Canucks org.
Drummer for the
Who
Refuse admission
to
Oboes, to the 		
French — or, if
mispronounced, a
compliment of 		
their players?
Four quarts
Card game
declaration
CM+DCI
Sounds heard here
and there, per a 		
nursery 			
rhyme
When to take a 		
hike?
Bag man?		
End notes?
All over again
Frequent targets
of fans, for short
Miss Fitzgerald
It’s nothing to the
French
Lay down the lawn

22
23
24
26
27
28
30
32
33
36
38

41
45
47
48

49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

Senior Class Total:

19

Junior Class Total:

17

Sophomore Class Total:

13

First-Year Class Total:

14

Answer

Jules Montoya ’22

Kate Cezina-Levine
’23

Jonah Meisels ’24

Liam Hourihan ’25

How many bones are in the
human adult body?

206

Seven

200

A lot

568

What is the name of the Kenyon
alumnus who wrote Ragtime?

E. L. Doctorow

Jane Lynch

John Green

Chadwick Farthouse

Joshua Radnor

Name two of the three major rock
classifications.

Igneous, sedimentary,
metamorphic.

pink and purple

Sedimentary and igneous

Geomite and mennonite

Sedimentary and
ingenious

What’s the title of one of the three
plays premiering last weekend?

Private Lives, Eggheads,
Turn Signal

Private Lives

Weekly Scores

1

Private Lives
2

The Book of Mormon
0

Private Lives
1
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Three thesis performances come to life in the Hill Theater
THERESA CARR
FEATURES ASSISTANT

Three performances took the
Hill Theater stage this weekend:
Private Lives on Nov. 4 and 6, and
two one-act plays — Eggheads and
Turn Signal — written by Jane
Lindstrom ’22 and Cora Cicala ’22,
respectively, on Nov. 5 and 7.
Private Lives amused the audience with its witty observations
about the fine line between attraction and contempt. Sarah Groustra
’22 directed Noel Coward’s 1930
farce with a keen eye for the details of the comedic performance,
keeping the material fresh despite
its age.
Owen Lloyd ’22 and Delilah Draper ’22 played Elyot and
Amanda, a couple five years out
from a bitter divorce who accidentally encounter each other on their
honeymoons for their respective
mismatched second marriages.
Despite their best intentions, their
chemistry immediately reignites.
Not long after, so do their catfights.
Draper’s Amanda fought, persuaded and seduced with equal intensity. Lloyd played Elyot with the
haughty tone and cruelty demanded of the character, but proved
himself to be just as ready to be
the butt of the joke. Impressive
slapstick physicality imbued both
of their performances — some of
the best non-verbal exchanges outshined Coward’s sparkling dialogue. Though the script gave them
less room to play, Ellie Kahle ’25
and Fred Rion ’22 admirably set
up the central couple with their
performances of the straight-laced,
jilted spouses.
Design elements constructed
the sophisticated world inhabited
by the characters, a choice that
heightened the contrast between
the conventions of society and
the ridiculous turns of the plot.
Cheeky piano performances of jazz
standards by Skyler Lesser-Roy ’22
opened the show and entertained
during set transitions, and a decadent set designed by Katie Stevenson ’22 contextualized the opulent
lives of the characters.
The actors’ energy built momentum that carried the play to its
absurd but inevitable conclusion.

Fred Rion '22, Delilah Draper '22, Owen Lloyd '22 and Ellie Kahle '25 in Private Lives. | COURTESY OF ZOE MILLER
Between the transatlantic accents
and dense language, it was occasionally difficult to understand the
lines spoken, but the motives and
emotion to propel the play forward
were always present.
The other evenings featured
Eggheads, a one-act comedy about
a reuniting middle school quiz
bowl team, the titular Eggheads,
who encounter the pleasures and
frustrations of competition, teamwork, friendship and wordplay.
Written by Lindstrom in fulfillment of her senior exercise in
drama, the straightforward premise was delightfully textured with
character-driven gags layered
throughout the show.
Director Katie Stevenson ’22
kept the focus on the text and performances by presenting the piece
as a staged reading. Lights and set
were minimal, with the actors positioned downstage behind music
stands for the entire show. Hank
Thomas ’24 read stage directions,
often comical in themselves, to illuminate the actions and subtext of
the work that would be visible in a

fully staged performance.
The ensemble animated the
lighthearted script with gusto
from behind their podiums. Sara
Rosenthal ’22 played Reba, the
protagonist and team leader who
corrals the short-fused Tiger (MJ
Farrell ’24), aspiring witch Mabel
(Grace Jolliffe ’23), sardonic Sam
(Max Kahn ’25) and nervous Archie (James DiSandro ’22) into a
winning performance — but not
without the ups and downs, dramas and schemes to be expected
whenever a group of preteens congregate.
Lindstrom balanced the characters' stage time to allow each of
them a moment of growth and
personal victory. Farrell’s performance of Tiger unravelling a
riddle that had confounded them
since the first scene was a particular delight. The hyper-specific
knowledge demanded by the quiz
bowl premise textured the dialogue with non-sequiturs that never failed to surprise. The personal
scale and lighthearted tone made
for a satisfying 45 minutes of en-

tertainment.
Following Eggheads was Turn
Signal, a coming of age one-act
play by Cicala about the two archetypal dramas of late high school:
learning to drive and going to
prom. Neither is straightforward
for Annie (Julia Murphy ’25), who
realizes she wants to attend prom
with her best friend Violet (Margaret Doran ’25) and avoids that
topic while driving with her prying
mother Jen (Rebecca Holzel ’22).
In contrast to Eggheads, Turn
Signal was a fully staged production. Cicala, who also wrote the
one-act in fulfillment of her senior exercise in drama, alternated between scenes in the car and
Violet’s bedroom. Director Anna
Hampton ’22 staged the scenes on
opposite sides of the stage, forcing
Annie to travel upstage to downstage as she’s torn between the different spheres. The only time Annie occupies center stage is when
she’s stuck standing alone in the
rain, literally and metaphorically. Atmospheric sound design by
Stephanie Kaufman ’23 immersed

the actors in the world: the downpour, slammed car doors and 80s
pop solidified the emotional resonance of the scenes.
Murphy and Doran captured
the “what if'' energy of teenage flirtation. Though beyond her years,
Holzel pulled off the character of
the interested-disinterested suburban mom, and provided some necessary comic relief by relentlessly
pursuing her familiar objective:
trying to get Annie to wear her old
prom dress.
Turn Signal played on themes
common in many queer narratives, but stood out, almost subversively, for its understated moments. The final scene showed
Annie confiding in her mother
about being rejected by Violet. The
ensuing lukewarm comfort offered
by Jen hit an ambivalent note perhaps more realistic than the typical
coming out narrative.
Whether a comedy or drama,
full audiences showed up and responded enthusiastically to the artistic culmination of four years of
work for the thesis students.

This year's Sunset Press writers will explore diverse themes
CECILIA OSHINS
STAFF WRITER

Sunset Press — Kenyon’s first and only
student-run publishing press — will publish three books this spring by Ilan Magnani ’24, Josie Girand ’22 and Stephanie
Chang ’25, all with different styles and subjects distinct from any work from past publications.
The staff at Sunset Press works closely
with the writers to perfect their longform
works, which range across all genres. The
staff has to adapt to help the writers with
whichever medium they choose, as the
Press highly values the variability in the
form of their publications. “This unpre-

dictability and the adaptation it requires
is thrilling because it pushes our teams of
editors to approach each writer’s manuscript with an awareness that they’re starting from scratch,” Virginia Kane ’22, one of
Sunset Press’s editors-in-chief, wrote in an
email to the Collegian.
Part of Sunset Press’s mission is to give
a platform to underrepresented students.
They continue to inspire students to think
critically about the narrative presented by
Western literature and to challenge it with
their own perspective.
Sunset Press works alongside the writers all year to develop their work, Kane explained, and she is excited to see each of the
three writers’ projects emerge into finished

products. “The moment our authors finally
hold their finished books in their hands is
surreal, since for so long they’ve been abstract ideas,” she said.
Magnani is working to produce a chapbook of poems which explore the intersections of identity and the history of Jewish
life in America. For them, the political content of their work is most important and
poetry is simply the means of getting their
message out. They plan on incorporating
Hebrew and Yiddish into their poems, as
the languages are important facets of their
identity and creative expression. They believe that poetry, like language, is political, and are using the medium to speak out
against antisemitic violence and the colo-

nialist mindset.
Girand is working on a comic book that
encapsulates the memories of her past summer. Finally, Chang is writing a mixedgenre chapbook that, in their words, “blurs
the lines of traditional poetry.”
The Press is hosting an event called
“Sunset with Sunset'' this Friday at 5 p.m.
in the Horn Gallery. The event will include
readings from each of the three authors, as
well as an open mic for anyone to read their
own work. There are a few more Sunset
events coming up as well: The Press is hosting Weaver Wednesday on Nov. 17, and the
poet Melissa Lozada-Oliva will be holding
a virtual reading the week after break, with
the date yet to be determined.
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Amy Butcher and Ira Sukrunguang read from new memoirs

COURTESY OF THE KENYON REVIEW
SPENCER ROBINSON
STAFF WRITER

On Thursday, Nov. 4,
over a dozen students, educators and writers gathered
over Zoom for a reading by
Amy Butcher and Richard L.
Thomas Professor of Creative
Writing Ira Sukrungruang,
who read and discussed their
recently launched memoirs,
Mothertrucker: Finding Joy in
the Loneliest Road in America
and This Jade World, respectively.
Both writers read their ex-

cerpts with craftful cadence
and considerable vulnerability. Mothertrucker — which
Butcher wrote when she
struggled with domestic violence — is a raw yet life-affirming meditation on abuse,
female friendships and fear,
in an American society where
relationship violence is all
too common. Butcher explored these themes through
her journey with Joy “Mothertrucker” Wiebe, a female
ice-road trucker, across the
dangerous James W. Dalton
Highway in Alaska. Butch-

er justified the raw honesty
about her inner turmoil and
abuse in her memoir as necessary. “You owe the reader
your vulnerability,” she said.
Vulnerability is equally
important to Sukrungruang’s
work. The best way to write
a memoir, he says, is to “ just
rip the bandage off.” Sukrungruang’s This Jade World is
an exercise in self-ref lection,
forgiveness and healing, as it
explores his downward spiral after his divorce from his
first wife of 12 years.
Sukrungruang does not

hold back in his memoir. His
writing is unabashedly honest. In his excerpt, he even
recounts a time his Aunt Sue
asked if he could make his
ex-wife climax.
But why write about something so personal, and potentially embarrassing? Sukrungruang said he had to, as
it helped him to process and
move forward from a difficult time in his past.
After the reading concluded, audience members asked
questions about how to explore trauma and other dif-

ficult subjects in their own
writing and how to finish
their own memoirs. “Sit with
your work,” Butcher said.
“Give yourself the time.”
Sukrungruang nodded in
agreement. “Writers are their
own worst enemies, especially when writing something
hard,” he said.
Even so, he does not worry about finding his voice. “I
don’t think of it as singular,”
he said. “It’s not how I create a voice, but which of my
voices need to be in this piece
right now.”

Jonathan Sherman’s “They/Them/Us” makes festival debut
PAUL GEBHARDT
CONTRIBUTOR

“They / Them / Us,” a romantic comedy produced entirely in Columbus, Ohio during the summer of
2020, had its national premiere in Los
Angeles on Sept. 11, 2021 at the acclaimed Dances With Film independent film festival.
For protagonist Charlie Goldman
(Joey Slotnick), life simply has to go
on. He has been fired from his last
job as a film professor because his
wife (Abi Van Andel) reported him
to the college administration for not
“reacting appropriately” to the sexual
advances of a student. His marriage
is just an additional casualty. Luckily, he has found a new job; the only
downside is that he has to pose as a
born-again Christian at “Ohio Evangelical University.”
The first minutes of “They / Them
/ Us,” the latest feature film by Jon-

athan Sherman, associate professor of film, show Charlie venturing
into the online dating scene, while
his daughter Anna (Shanna Strong)
— the “good kid” — tries to remind
him that he needs to keep his younger
child Danny’s (Jack Steiner) worrisome drug problem on his radar.
At the 2021 San Diego International Film Festival, “They / Them / Us”
was awarded Best Comedy Feature.
It also won Best Low-Budget Feature
Film at the Paris Independent Film
Festival 2021. On Oct. 29, 2021, it was
finally shown to a Columbus audience
at the sold-out Lincoln Theatre in the
King Lincoln district of the city.
At the heart of the film’s screenplay, co-written by Sherman and his
wife, Melissa Vogley Woods, is the
romance between Goldman and Lisa
Harper (Amy Hargreaves), a local Columbus artist whom Charlie eventually meets on a dating website, and
the unpredictable waters they have to

navigate blending their families together, as Lisa has two children of her
own.
During their first passionate physical encounters, Lisa drops hints at
a “wilder side” of her sexuality. This
opens a door into one of the most important, and, indeed, praiseworthy,
aspects of Sherman’s comedy, as the
film allows for a glimpse into the Columbus kink scene to which Lisa belongs. What is laudable about the approach in “They / Them / Us” is that
it presents the kink community as
joyful and open-minded. It’s a welcome change to the stuffy darkness
with which more edgy sexual encounters are shown in movies such as “Fifty Shades of Grey” or the like.
While the comedy has a very realistic feel throughout, the viewer should
not underestimate the artistically
sophisticated formal components of
the movie. One of those sophisticated moments surfaces when Charlie

starts borrowing from the language of
the spiritual aspects of “kink ” (with
which he becomes familiar through
Lisa) whenever he has to talk about
faith in the context of his job at the
Christian college. The subject matter
contained in “They / Them / Us” creates many temptations for a movie to
be preachy or message-laden: rushing
into a relationship, consumption of
drugs, parenting. However, Sherman
and Vogley Woods masterfully avoid
falling into that trap.
“They / Them / Us” doesn’t provide
lessons; it tells a story which, for the
most part, is laden with laughs and
humor. If there’s one idea that hovers
above the narrative of this comedy,
it is the experiment: You have to be
willing to jump into one if you want
to move forward after the seemingly
unavoidable breakdowns during middle age. Might there be glitches? Sure.
But there also may be opportunities
to laugh about them.
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Kenyon’s choice to
test students after
Thanksgiving shows
the power of student
advocacy
On Nov. 5, the College announced that they will
test all students upon their return to campus following Thanksgiving break. In addition, the campus will
move temporarily to Campus Activity Level 3, mandating takeout dining and limited student gatherings.
We wholeheartedly support this decision, and thank
the College for taking this preemptive step to protect
our community from COVID-19.
In addition to these post-Thanksgiving restrictions, Kenyon will be administering COVID-19 booster shots to students on Wednesday, Nov. 17, prior to
their departure for the break. Although the booster
will not fully take effect until the return of classes, it
will further ease students’ stress as they know they are
better protected against the virus.
Under these restrictions, the College will minimize
potential exposure to the virus as students await test
results that week. This is likely to quell anxieties during a time in which students will already be preoccupied with final exams and papers; the last thing they
will want to worry about is contracting COVID-19.
Several weeks ago after fall break, we wrote a staff
editorial urging Kenyon to require testing following Thanksgiving. With students traveling across the
country, and in some cases around the world to gather
with their families, the likelihood of an individual or
multiple individuals bringing the virus back to campus is quite likely. Additionally, despite the decrease
in cases on campus and in Knox County in the last
several weeks, the County’s transmission rate remains
high and its vaccination rate low.
We have experienced the power of student voices
throughout this entire semester; because of student
advocacy, the College enforced baseline testing at
the beginning of the semester to mitigate spread, reopened the Craft Center after student outcry and created a Commencement ceremony for December graduates. Now, Kenyon is enforcing mandatory testing
after Thanksgiving break. All of these changes were
made possible due to the hard work and dedication
from students who made their voices heard.
The staff editorial is written weekly by editors-inchief Jordy Fee-Platt ’22 and Linnea Mumma ’22, managing editor Amanda Pyne ’22 and executive director
Joe Wint ’22. You can contact them at feeplatt1@kenyon.edu, mumma1@kenyon.edu, pyne1@kenyon.edu and
wint1@kenyon.edu, respectively.
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Remember proper Peirce
etiquette: Wait your turn in line
MILO LEVINE
COLUMNIST

This past summer I worked as a counselor at a local recreational camp for
kids between the ages of 4 and 10. I loved my job, but at times it was exhausting to mitigate the petty conf licts and controversies that would arise between
campers. You might ask: What was the most frequent catalyst for tears, temper
tantrums and time-outs? The answer: cutting in line.
Every day, there would be a defiant camper who, in spite of the instruction
of the counselors and the protest of their peers, would step to the front of the
line without waiting their turn. Whether we were handing out popsicles or
setting the kicking order for kickball, there would always be one camper who
thought the rules did not apply to them. It would be frustrating when we were
forced to stop the activity and scold the perpetrator for showing blatant disregard for the other campers, but small children are known for, well, childish
behavior.
But to all the Kenyon students who frequently cut in line, in Peirce or Wiggin or wherever: You have no excuse.
You would think that bright and high-achieving college students would act
with basic social etiquette and common decency. And you would be wrong.
Cutting has become so endemic in Peirce that when waiting in a particularly
long line, I feel as though I am asymptotically approaching the food station but
will never actually reach it because of everyone cutting in front of me.
Some may postulate that it does not count as cutting if you are merely joining a friend who is already in line. I reject this notion. Only if you are a small
child at Disneyland who has been separated from the rest of your family, and
you happen to find them already in line at another ride, is it okay to join a
person or group of people, rather than wait at the back of the line. Kenyon students do not have to be engaging in this kind of behavior.
Finally, the greatest pitfall when one decides to cut is that it creates an environment in which cutting is encouraged and rule following is pointless. If
there are endless cutters in front of me in line, the only way I should ever reach
my destination is by joining the masses and cutting them. This is a vicious
cycle in which everyone loses.
To solve this game theory problem, I propose the following solution: If no
one cuts, we all benefit. If everyone cuts, none of us benefit. If most of us do
not cut, but a few of us cut, the rule followers are punished and the rule breakers are rewarded. Thus, we all must make an effort to be respectful and not
cut; otherwise, Peirce and other common spaces across Gambier will descend
into anarchy.
More generally, Kenyon students (myself included) could be more kind and
respectful in how we carry ourselves on campus. It is important to thank the
kitchen staff and maintenance workers, as this campus simply would not function without them. We should apologize if we bump into others in Peirce, and
hold doors open for those behind us. We should clear our tables when we are
finished eating, and not make a mess in the public bathrooms. We aren’t children, and Kenyon isn’t a summer camp.
Milo Levine ’23 is a columnist at the Collegian. He is an economics major
from Mill Valley, Calif. He can be reached at levine1@kenyon.edu.

The opinions page is a space for members of the community to
discuss issues relevant to the campus and the world at large. The
opinions expressed on this page belong only to the writers. Columns and
letters to the editors do not reflect the opinions of the Collegian staff. All
members of the community are welcome to express opinions through a
letter to the editor.
The Kenyon Collegian reserves the right to edit all letters submitted
for length and clarity. The Collegian cannot accept anonymous or
pseudonymous letters. Letters must be signed by individuals, not
organizations, and must be 200 words or fewer. Letters must also be
received no later than the Tuesday prior to publication. The Kenyon
Collegian prints as many letters as possible each week subject to space,
interest and appropriateness. Members of the editorial board reserve the
right to reject any submission. The views expressed in the paper do not
necessarily reflect the views of Kenyon College.
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JANA HECKERMAN

Modular housing is the wrong solution to overenrollment
SALVATORE MACCHIONE
OPINIONS EDITOR
MARY HESTER
OPINIONS EDITOR

In a Nov. 3 news bulletin, the College announced plans to implement
temporary modular housing while
Bexley Hall is renovated into a residential space. Temporary housing is
an inadequate stopgap solution to the
College’s problem of overenrollment,
and at the very least, the decision
must be reconciled through reduced
housing costs.
The plan for modular housing is
in direct response to overenrollment,
which the administration so prematurely allowed. The College should
have prioritized making the physical
preparations to house more students
prior to increasing the size of the student body at all. Bexley’s renovation,
for example, could have been initiated upon the realization that the firstyear class would be among the largest
in Kenyon history. A central part of
the “Foundations for the Third Century” plan, which the administration
announced in a news bulletin on Sept.
22, is that Kenyon plans on growing

the student body population to 2,000
over a period of 10 years. If the College predicted needing 10 full years to
prepare for the student body to be the
size it currently is, then the administration should not have, in one year,
put itself in a position to need this
temporary housing in the first place.
The chance to live in an iconic dormitory, like the picturesque Old Kenyon Residence Hall, is an attractive
feature for many prospective students.
With these halls playing a pivotal role
in providing the quintessential Kenyon experience to the student body, it
is difficult, if not impossible, for students living in the modular housing to
receive the same experience.
During an interview with the Collegian, President Sean Decatur had
little to offer in the way of concrete
details, saying only that each student
will have a single room and that the
space will hopefully be “nicely laid
out.” Without further details, we cannot know if these students will be
geographically isolated from others
on campus, or even what the quality
of their rooms will be. It is possible,
then, that in addition to not living in
these classic Kenyon buildings, their

whole housing experience will be entirely different. This is unacceptable.
Most of the student body pays tens of
thousands of dollars for a chance to
meet a lifelong companion in the halls
of Mather, or to live with their friends
in a NCA.
If the College must resort to housing students in modular buildings because of its own poor planning, at the
very least it must reduce this exorbitant cost of room and board. Regularly throughout the pandemic, the
College has altered housing and meal
plans to account for changes to students’ traditional ways of living. Students currently living at the Pines received a meal plan reduction of $500
per semester. Community Advisors
fought for and ultimately received a
$1,000 room rate reduction due to the
pandemic. Every student received a
10% reduction in tuition for the 202021 school year that, though not directly relating to the housing experience,
recognized the fact that the campus
experience would be inherently different. It is not fair to expect students
to pay the same amount of money to
receive an innately different accommodation.

Kenyon cannot claim that these
large institutional decisions like
“Foundations for the Third Century”
are for the benefit of students if their
implementation threatens the quintessential student experience in the
meantime. If the College is forced to
use temporary housing as a stopgap
solution, then at the very least, students should not be forced to pay the
same amount to live there. Kenyon
cannot prioritize its own profits over
the student experience, which we have
all been so lucky to know and love.
Salvatore Macchione ’23 is an opinions editor for the Collegian and an
American studies major from Chicago,
Ill. He can be reached at macchione1@
kenyon.edu.
Mary Hester ’22 is an opinions editor for the Collegian and a political
science major from Bloomingdale, Ill.
She can be reached at hester2@kenyon.
edu.
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Despite NCAC loss, Lords advance to NCAA tournament
CALEB NEWMAN
SPORTS EDITOR

For a good part of the past decade, the Kenyon College men’s
soccer team has dominated the
Denison University Big Red.
Coming into the NCAC Championship game on Saturday, Kenyon had won nine games in a
row against the Big Red, dating
back to 2013. Unfortunately for
the Lords, that dominance over
the years did not play out on the
pitch on Saturday. A goal by the
Big Red in the first half left the
Lords searching for a goal. The
Lords’ student section at Mavec
Field could be seen standing for
the final 15 minutes of the game
as they hoped their team could
find a tying goal late in the second half. Unfortunately, that goal
never came, and the Lords fell 1-0
at home.
The Lords controlled possession early on in the first half after
taking the opening kickoff. However, the Big Red seemed to gain
their footing 10 minutes into the
game. After an errant pass in Kenyon’s own half in the 21st minute, the Big Red had an empty
net in front of them and took advantage, scoring the first goal of
the game. The rest of the first half
went by without another goal.
The Lords continued to put balls
into the box, but they struggled to
get shots on net.
After switching sides, Deni-

Kenyon will face Catholic in the first round. | SEJIN KIM/KENYONSID/NCAA
son took the kickoff to start the
half. In the early part of the second, both the Lords and the Big
Red were getting chances, but
neither team could find the back
of the net. Around the 75th minute, momentum heavily swung
in the Lords’ favor. However, the
Denison’s back line held steady
for the following 15 minutes, and
secured the win and NCAC title.
With 11 corner kicks, and 22
shots, including six on net, the
Lords had many chances, but it
wasn’t enough. Kenyon could not
recover from their first half blunder, and as time expired it was
Denison’s bench that ran onto the

field. The Big Red secured their
third NCAC Conference Tournament title with the victory. After
the game, Lords head coach Chris
Brown told the team that they
have made terrific progress over
the course of the year. In reflecting on the game, Brown wrote to
the Collegian and said it was “[a]
tough loss bearing in mind we
dominated. Just one of those days
where we could have played for 3
hours and still would’ve had a difficult time scoring.”
By winning the NCAC Championship, Denison was guaranteed a spot in the 2021 Division
III NCAA Tournament. Kenyon

finished the regular season with
a 14-1-1 record, with the lone
loss coming to then-No. 20 John
Carroll University, who will represent the Ohio Athletic Conference in the NCAA Tournament.
With wins over then No. 4 Ohio
Wesleyan University and the only
other loss coming to Denison on
Saturday, the Lords were still able
to earn a berth in the NCAA Division III Men’s Soccer Tournament.
For their first-round matchup,
Kenyon will travel to Mechanicsburg, Pa. where they will face the
Catholic University of America
Cardinals on Saturday at 3:30pm.

The Cardinals won the Landmark
Conference Tournament, earning one of the 43 automatic bids
in the NCAA Tournament, and
finishing the year with a record of
11-6-2.
As for the Lords, this will be
their eighth straight appearance
in the tournament, and 17th
overall. In 2019, Kenyon made it
to the Sweet Sixteen for the second consecutive year, before being bounced by Montclair State
University. Brown admitted that
due to the team’s consistency, he
doesn’t get as excited as he used
to when he gets the call confirming a tournament berth. “But it’s
always great for our students to
have a chance to compete for a
National Championship,” Brown
said.
The other game on Messiah
University’s campus is between
Middle Atlantic Conference
Commonwealth
Tournament
Champion Messiah and Allegheny Mountain Collegiate Conference Champion Mount Aloysius.
The winners of the two games will
face each other for the right to advance to the sweet sixteen.
The only previous matchup
between the Lords and the Cardinals came in 2016 on a neutral field in Pittsburgh, Pa. with
the Lords winning 3-0. “We’re
very excited and looking forward
to this weekend,” Brown said.
“When we’re on form, we can beat
anyone.”

Lords and Ladies earn lopsided victories over rival Denison
JACKSON WALD
SENIOR SPORTS EDITOR

Lords:
On Saturday, the Lords swimming
and diving team defeated their conference rival Denison University in a lopsided meet, winning by a score of 208.5
to 91.5. It’s the Lords’ third straight victory against the Big Red, and their largest margin of victory against Denison in
over a decade. To say the Lords dominated the event would be an understatement;
the swimmers from the Hill won all but
one event, and numerous competitors for
Kenyon walked away with multiple event
wins.
Leading the way for the Lords was
Yurji Kosian ’23. Kosian was a force to
be reckoned with in both the 100-yard
and 200-yard backstroke, winning both
events with times of 50.36 and 1:51.27,
respectively. He also was a part of the
four-man team that won the 200-yard
medley relay with a time of 1:31.03, and
the 400-yard freestyle, which clocked in
at 3:03.62.
Other top finishers included Colin
Bowling ’23, David Fitch ’22 and Bryan
Fitzgerald ’23, who each won two events.
In the diving portion of the event, Israel
Zavaleta ’24 blew the rest of the competition out of the water. The star diver won
both events (the 1-meter and the 3-meter), and his score was over 50 points
more than the second place finisher.

The Lords’ swimmers will return to
competition on Nov. 18 at the Kenyon
Total Performance Invitational at 10:00
a.m. and 6:00 p.m. The divers will next
compete at The Ohio State University Invitational, also on Nov. 18.
Ladies:
On Saturday, the Ladies defeated Denison University handily, winning by a
score of 192-108 and moving the team to
2-0 on the season. This win was a muchneeded boost for the Ladies, who have
struggled recently against the Big Red;
this was Kenyon’s first win against Dension since the 2017-18 season, and only
their third in the rivalry in the last decade.
The Ladies, who tallied up 12 event
wins, were led by Olivia Smith ’23 in the
backstroke events, and by Jennah Fadely ’25, who dominated the breaststroke
events. Both Smith and Fadely won the
100-yard and 200-yard events in their respective competitions.
Both Smith and Fadley were also a
part of the team which won the 200-yard
medley relay. Other individual-event
winners were Ania Axas ’23 (200-yard
butterfly, 2:07.48), Sydney Geboy ’25
(100-yard freestyle, 52.58) and Gabrielle Emmie Mirus ’22 (top), Yurji Kosian ’23 (bottom). | KENYON ATHLETICS
Wei ’25 (400-yard medley, 4:33.30).
The Ladies will next compete at the
Total Performance Invitational at home,
on Nov. 18.
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Kenyon struggles on the road at Ohio Wesleyan, falls to 2-7
TATI GROSS
STAFF WRITER

On Nov. 6, the Lords football
team faced off against the Ohio
Wesleyan University (OWU)
Battling Bishops in Delaware,
Ohio. Historically, the Lords
have struggled against OWU,
with their last win against
the Battling Bishops coming
in 2009, when the Lords persevered in a tightly contested
33-28 shootout. However, on
Saturday, the Lords couldn’t
muster up a similar performance, losing 52-17 for their
11th straight loss to OWU.
Despite coming in as heavy
underdogs (OWU is 7-2 on the
season, and a major contender
in the NCAC, while the Lords
are 2-7), the Lords showed tenacity and grit throughout all
four quarters. The Battling
Bishops scored first with a field
goal on their first drive. The
Lords were unable to find their
footing offensively, and OWU
scored three touchdowns before the end of the first quarter.
The game went into halftime
45-3, in favor of the Battling

A.J. Allen ’22 threw for 209 yards and two touchdowns in the loss against OWU. | SEJIN KIM/KENYONSID/NCAA
Bishops. But, nearly 10 minutes
into the third quarter, A.J. Allen ’22 connected with Justin
Bosch ’22 for the first Kenyon

touchdown. OWU responded
immediately, however, scoring
on their following drive. Andrew Schnarre ’23 secured the

Lords’ final touchdown in the
middle of the fourth quarter on
an 8-yard pass from Allen.
After a frustrating trip to

OWU, the Lords will close out
the season with Senior Day on
Saturday against Hiram College on McBride Field.

Lords and Ladies prepare Women’s basketball loses in seafor NCAA regional meet son debut against Heidelberg
KATIE SPAVERO
STAFF WRITER

In their final race before the
NCAA Regional Championships, the Kenyon cross-country
teams competed in the Wooster
Twilight 5K on Friday, Nov. 5.
The race was unscored, but it
served as a chance to get miles
in ahead of the Regional Championships this coming Saturday.
The Ladies had five runners
competing out of a field of 45.
Finishing seventh overall and
first for the Ladies was Hailey
Napier ’22, with a time of 20:05.9.
The only Kenyon runner competing to have previously run in
this race, Napier shaved almost
a full minute off her 2019 time
and finished 20 spots higher.
Coming in next for Kenyon, with
nearly identical times of 21:01.4,
were Nina Beardsley ’24 and
Freya Benson ’24, who placed
17th and 18th, respectively. Closing out the Ladies’ finishers were
Jada Swearingen ’24, who placed
24th with a time of 21:19.4, and
Lorien Kauffman ’24, who took
29th place with a time of 21:38.7.
The entire Ladies team finished
with season bests in the 5K.
Meanwhile, the Lords took to
the starting line half an hour later, with four runners competing

against runners from three other schools. In a field of 31 runners, all of the Lords’ runners
finished in the top 25. Pacing the
Lords was Jason Montgomery
’23, earning an 11th-place finish
with his time of 16:49.6. Ben Stillions ’22 was the Lords’ next finisher, placing 17th in 17:21.8. Six
seconds later, Will Dean ’23 took
18th place with a time of 17:27.8.
Rounding out the field for Kenyon was Will Spohn ’22 in 23rd
place, with his time of 18:06.9.
Both Montgomery and Stillions
saw improvements from their
2019 times in this season’s race.
As with the Ladies, all of the
Lords’ runners achieved season
bests in the 5K in this race.
The teams will look to finish their season strong at the
Regional Championships, the
first since 2019. In that meet,
the Ladies finished 11th, while
the Lords took 31st. After disappointing results in the NCAC
Championships, both teams will
look to impress on the regional
stage, with a trip to the National Championships on the line
for both individual runners and
teams. The Regional Championships will be held Saturday, Nov.
13, in Shelbyville, Ind., with the
races starting at 11 a.m.

FINN ANDERS
STAFF WRITER

On Tuesday, Nov. 9, the Kenyon’s women’s basketball team opened their season
by travelling to Heidelberg University.
While Kenyon fought until the very end,
Heidelberg kept a tight grip on their lead
and finished with a 68-53 victory over the
Ladies.
Soon after the opening tip, the Heidelberg Student Princes took an early lead,
which they maintained throughout the
first quarter and beyond. While the Ladies only shot 27% from the field, Heidelberg was not far ahead at 37%. The Student
Princes’ early success came from their zeal
on the glass, as they boasted six offensive
rebounds in the first quarter. Kenyon’s
seven turnovers also gave the opposing
team a jump-start that would prove crucial
in the rest of the game.
Following a rough shooting quarter,
both teams found the hot hand from behind
the arc in the second. The Ladies shot 50%
from behind the arc in the second, including two threes from Madelyn Anderson
’22, while the Student Princes shot 40% on
five shots. Even so, Heidelberg maintained
and extended their lead by drawing fouls
and making eight free throws, while Kenyon only made one. Similarly to the first
quarter, Heidelberg rebounded tenaciously
and forced six more turnovers out of Kenyon; the Lords had 13 turnovers in the half
compared to the Student Princes’ seven. At
halftime, the Ladies trailed 44-26.
Looking to make a timely comeback,
Kenyon came out of the halftime break
with purpose. This time, Kenyon did not

allow Heidelberg to control the glass and
both teams’ rebounding numbers were
similar. Kenyon also equaled Heidelberg
with 14 points in the quarter and kept the
Student Princes away from the free-throw
line. Unfortunately, this superior play was
not enough to overcome Heidelberg’s sizable lead.
Kenyon was finally able to outscore Heidelberg in the fourth quarter, with a score
of 13-10. Yet, this was not enough to put a
significant dent into Heidelberg’s 18-point
lead coming into the fourth. The shooting
splits from both teams were remarkably
similar, at 26% and 28% for the Ladies and
the Student Princes, respectively, but Kenyon’s 30% from behind the arc was key to
their success in the fourth.
Despite Heidelberg’s high conversion
rate, shooting accuracy was not the deciding factor in this match. In fact, Kenyon
was only 2% less accurate from the field
than Heidelberg and far more accurate
from 3-point range. Instead, the deciding
factor was the Student Princes’ ability to
take control of the paint. They scored 30 of
their 68 points in the paint, and also drew
19 free throws in the process. In addition,
Heidelberg out-rebounded Kenyon on the
offensive glass, allowing them 14 secondchance points compared to Kenyon’s seven.
Grace Connery ’22 and Katie Orefice
’23 were the only two Ladies to reach double-digit points. Connery finished with a
team-high 15 points with four 3-pointers.
Kenyon’s opportunity to bounce back
from this loss will come this Saturday,
Nov. 13, when they travel to Trine University (Ind.) before facing Albion College on
Sunday.

